Labor pains: unraveling the complexity of OB decision making.
While a discussion of technology and childbirth seems paradoxical, the use of statistical modeling can extend the capacity of the human mind to quantify risk, to communicate clearly, and to recognize when action is necessary in an obstetrical setting. These models provide clinicians envelopes that define safe and reasonable clinical paths. They obviate the myriad of environmental, experiential, and individual factors that inevitably affect the process of identifying and responding to unsafe situations. As the number of variables increases, the ability of the human mind to analyze multiple, interrelated factors diminishes and is not consistent across place and time. The top obstetrical problems leading to birth-related injury and litigation are discussed: shoulder dystocia, hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy, and prolonged or difficult labor. Two case histories are presented to demonstrate the factors promoting medical error and the application of these new technologies.